
ELKO
Hospitality
ELKO Hospitality – carefully selected range of products 
that are particularly suitable for hotel environments, neatly 
combining cutting-edge technology with interesting and 
captivating design.
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Design and technology 
for the hotel concept
ELKO designs and manufactures unique and durable electrical material that 
adds functionality and comfort to homes, workplaces and public settings. With 
ELKO Hospitality we have packaged all this experience and knowledge in a care-
fully selected range distinguished by high quality and thoughtful design in each 
and every detail.

4.  PUBLIC SPACES

5. ENTRANCES AND CORRIDORS

6. HALLS

7. SLEEPING AREAS

8. WRITING AREAS

8. BATHROOMS

10.  OUTDOOR/SECURITY

11. RANGE INDEX

Light affects our mood and well-being, often without our actually being aware of it. The lighting of 
every room needs to be designed to suit the needs and activities for which it is intended. Creating 
a mix of diffuse and directed light makes it possible to generate a sense of balance and suspense 
between light and shadow. Different areas of ambience in the same room make the overall environ-
ment both functional and pleasant.

Downlights and reading lights from the Bright range make it possible to mix and match diffuse and 
directed light in all kinds of ways. You can even regulate them with dimmers designed for the latest 
LED technology. Wall fittings and illuminated frames, in turn, serve as guiding lights, contributing an 
extra level of safety and security.

In addition to light sources, the range features wall sockets and other technical solutions that raise 
the guest experience to a new level. at the same time as making life easier for the hotel staff.
Traditional sockets are blended with sockets for media installations, DCL for ceiling lighting and USB 
sockets for most charging devices. Other products such as card-operated switches, RWC alarms 
and motion detectors are well suited to hotels, providing extra safety and security.

We at ELKO think that good lighting and smart technology go hand in hand, and that it should be 
simple to combine these functions with an equally neat and carefully considered design. That is why 
we design our frames in various sizes, colours and materials to open up an almost endless range of 
variations.

The following pages present examples of our solutions and options that live up to all the expecta-
tions a modern hotel may make.
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ELKO design ranges
We at ELKO value design and experience just as highly as safe, reliable electrical 
installations. No matter whether the intention is for the product to be integrated 
seamlessly into a furnishing layout, or to accentuate and highlight the ambi-
ence, you are sure to find inspiration in our design ranges. You can also mix and 
match several products to create an intensely personal expression.

Basic
Timeless design with a natural place in all 
homes. The RS range suits all settings, irrespec-
tive of furnishing and choice of colour.

Standard
Electrical installations with a modern idiom that 
blends in seamlessly. The Plus range combines 
a rectangular base design with an arched form 
on the centre plate.

Design
Freedom of choice that allows space for 
personal expression. The low profile makes it a 
discreet yet active element in the room.

Option
Natural material in exclusive design that dares to 
stand out. Available in variations of refined natural 
materials: metal, slate, frosted white, chalk white or 
polished sooty glass.

Layer
Endless design possibilities in the new frame series. 
Replace existing frames in Plus and RS.

Bright
LED fixtures developed for installing with combination 
of frames from ELKO.
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Dimmers and press buttons
GLE dimmer now features even better properties for 
dimming light sources based on LED and halogen bulbs. 
The dimmer is ideal for most installations and provides 
excellent dimming.

All in one
The combination frame 
for double installation 
makes it simple to fit units 
horizon- tally or vertically 
and fill in with technology 
suited to the purpose.

Charger socket with 3A of charging 
current
USB of both type A and type C as well as 
a socket outlet in the same device. An 
excellent outlet for both the lobby and 
reception or other places where you 
want a multifunctional charging station 
that takes up little space.

Create vibrant rooms with 
different light zones

Black in the RS range
The RS range has been given a highly 
appreciated boost in the form of a matt 
black double socket. Ideal for sultry col-
our schemes and dark colours. Availa-
ble in recessed and earthed versions.
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Control of external products or systems
Impulse push button for controlling 
pulse relays, programmable logic units 
and control systems. LED indication pro-
vides a visually exciting effect.

Spotlight on service
The hotel experience is so much more 
than just a place to sleep. Common 
areas, the restaurant and hotel bar 
can all contri- bute to creating the 
sense of a home away from home. 
And this is precisely where the little 
details set the tone.
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Combination of mood 
and function
The first thing guests see on their way to their rooms 
are the entrance area and the corridor. Lighting that 
elevates the mood and practical electrical installa-
tions contribute to the functionality of the space.

Illuminated frames
Illuminated device frames are available with 
blue and white light. Delivered with a small 
transformer for connecting to a 230 V power 
supply and positioning behind the unit in the 
box.

Motion sensor 10A 160º
Motion sensors detect whether anything is moving 
in the areas they are monitoring. This is a function 
that saves energy where the lighting does not 
need to be on when there is no-one in the corridor.

Wall socket with cover
A discreet wall socket for vacuum cleaners, 
for example. A self-closing cover conceals the 
socket in the wall when it is not in use. Can be 
combined in various colours and frames, just like 
all other ELKO products.

Wall fixtueres
Wall fixtures provide 
beautiful raking light on 
the floor, and function 
perfectly as guiding lights. 
Sufficiently bright to allow 
guests to see what is 
happening in the corridor 
through the peep-hole in 
the door.

Adjustable light 
level

ELKO Downlights
Based on the same design as our 
switches and wall sockets, which trans-
lates into a broad range of options.
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Card-operated switches
A simple solution for saving energy 
and making sure that the lights are off 
when guests are not in their rooms. A 
blue light diode makes the switch easy 
to find.

DCL lamp socket
The new standard for DCL lamp sock-
ets opens the door to options for 
smarter, neater lighting installations 
that can benefit from new technologi-
cal solutions.

Wall sockets
Work without standing out. Recessed 
sockets from the Plus range extend 
only 11 mm from the wall – ideal for 
electrical installations that should not 
draw attention away from other 
aspects of the furnishing.

Space for discreet 
technical solutions
The room entrance and hall have to provide stor-
age areas and other functions in a limited space. 
Good lighting and appropriate fittings make things 
easier for guests.

LED Downlights
It is a good idea to fit the 
ceiling fixture from the 
Bright range in the red 
Bigbox so that the actu-
ator can be installed in 
the same box.

Combination frames
For recessed switches, 
wall sockets or down-
lights. The ribs between 
the holes are removable, 
making it possible to 
install three sockets in two 
holes, for example.
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Multifunctional charging
Once you are settled down in 
bed, it’s great to have the func-
tions you need nearby. The 
option of charging your smart-
phone and other devices right 
next to the bed raises the level of 
comfort.

Switches
Rocker switches with and without 
frame. Supplement with an impulse 
spring for controlling a recessed 
dimmer, for instance.

Reading light
Flexible arm for direct-
ed reading light without 
dazzling. And, of course, it is 
dimmable. Bright reading 
lights are available in white, 
aluminium and black.

Wide range of choice
Combination frames are 
available in all ranges 
with 1–5 sections. Plus is 
available in three colours, 
and Option in five designs. 
Choose which devices to 
position in the frames.

Think boundless 
combinations within 
the frame

Adjust the light
A dimmer puck makes it simple to 
convert a standard switch to a dim-
mer. The puck can, for example, be 
installed in the box behind the switch, 
without having to cut into the wall.

Layer – endless design possibilities
Layer opens up even more design options to add
a one-of-a-kind touch to the electrical installation. 
Concrete, gunmetal, pewter, black metal and cop-
per can be combined with the three existing colours 
in the Plus range or RS design.

Rugged concrete

 The heart of the room 
with the essentials within 
easy reach
he sleeping area should be ideal for relaxation 
and “recharging” in preparation for a new day of 
activities. The emphasis here is on comfort, with 
all the essentials close at hand.
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Smart workspace 
required on the move
No matter what business travellers need 
from a practical workstation, or what 
holiday guests want in the way of a 
media hub, the writing area should fea-
ture a variety of technological solutions.

USB charger socket
Available for both USB A+A and 
A+C. The socket is fitted with 
overheating protection and a 
function that shuts off the cur-
rent when the phone, tablet or 
laptop is fully charged.

Euro sockets
A Euro socket for three plugs is a 
socket for the flat plugs that are often 
attached to electronic products.

Slimmed wall socket
The recessed wall socket from the 
Plus range stands out only slightly 
from the wall surface, making it sim-
ple to blend in with the wall.

Antenna socket
ELKO has versions for both sim-
ple radio/TV and radio/TV with 
satellite connector. There are 
also centre panels with only 
holes for using existing antenna 
sockets.

For recessed 
switches

Buildable corner box
The components are 
snapped together to the 
desired width from 1-5 
compartments. Fits all 
combination frames in the 
Plus range.

Adjustable 
combi-frame Mix and match with 3xKeystone

Centre cover with hole layout for 3xKeystone 
module, complete with frame and two blind cov-
ers. HDMI adapter, antenna socket, loudspeaker 
and fibre socket and more available in the range.
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Meet your guests’
requirements for well-being
In few rooms is lighting as important as in the bath-
room. Focal point lighting and good general lighting 
contribute to the atmosphere and functionality of 
the room.

Thermostat with touch display
User-friendly thermostat where the tempera-
ture of the floor or room is clearly visible in the 
display. Suits all types of electric underfloor 
heating and other heating elements that run 
off 230 V voltage.

LED Downlight
Ceiling fixture for fitting in 
tight spaces such as top 
cabinet lighting or bath- 
room ceilings.

Night light
Wall fixture for illuminating 
switches, for example, un- 
der the same combination 
frame, or as guiding lights 
in bathrooms, along stairs, 
etc.

RWC set for increased safety
Complete signal alarm pack with units for normal 
installation in toilets for disabled people in public 
buildings and hotels.

Latest dimmer technology
ELKO has a number of dim-
mers to regulate light from 
most light sources. The 
latest dimmer technology 
provides seamless lighting 
and comes in a compact 
format that provides plenty 
of space in the wall box.

Earth fault breaker
Sockets outdoors and in wet rooms must 
always be earthed for safety. An earth fault 
breaker is also required for new installations or 
extensions to existing installations.
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Electrical solutions for outdoor 
use and safe environments
High demands are made on materials and installation 
of lighting and electrical solutions in damp 
environments. The same applies to 
the connection of  motion 
detectors that can help 
cut electricity costs 
and make areas 
more secure.

The ELKO Admiral range
Admiral 44 is a range of encapsulated products in white 
or black. With unmatched solution for cable entry, Admiral 
can be installed without any risk of water penetration via 
the cable. The encapsulation technique also allows any 
water that does enter to flow through without coming into 
contact with live components.

PIR for flexible installation
PIR for indoor and outdoor installation can help 
reduce electricity costs and provide extra pro- 
tection against uninvited visitors. Detects heat 
sources moving within the area monitored, and 
can switch on a light for a given period.

Smart solutions for 
extra securityFor wet rooms and outdoor 

environments
Single wall socket with earth fault 
breaker. In the case of serial con- 
nection from the base socket, the 
earth fault breaker can be used to 
protect the following sockets.

Light relay
A twilight relay is a convenient and 
energy-efficient way to control your 
lighting.

Modular socket STP Box
A complete exterior mounted 
mains socket for tough envi-
ron- ments. Suitable for indus-
trial applications that demand 
high levels of protection, or 
when installing IP cameras 
outdoors.

Photos: Elite Stora Hotellet Jönköping, Elite Hotel Academia Uppsala, 
Quality Hotel View, Elite Hotel Stockholm Plaza, Quality Hotel The Mill, Elite 
Hotel Stockholm Plaza, Quality Hotel The Thief, Clarion Hotel Post
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Hospitality range index
Overview of a selection of ELKO products that suit 
the hotel concept. For additional information about 
all our products, see www.elko.se and Elboken.

Frames Plus and RS
Design Plus white Plus metal Plus black RS

Combi-frame, 1-gang EKO03787 EKO03788 EKO03789 EKO09140

Combi-frame, 2-gang EKO03790 EKO03791 EKO03792 EKO09141

Combi-frame, 3-gang EKO03793 EKO03794 EKO03795 EKO09142

Combi-frame, 4-gang EKO03794 EKO03797 EKO03798 EKO09143

Combi-frame, 5-gang EKO04360 EKO04362 EKO04367 EKO09144

Elevating frame, 1-gang EKO04190 EKO04605 EKO04606 EKO09669

Elevating frame, 2-gang EKO04608 EKO04609 EKO09671

Elevating frame, dbl socket EKO04600 EKO04601 EKO04602 EKO04604

Combi-frame 2x2 EKO05237 EKO05238 EKO05241 -

Combi-frame 2x3 EKO05242 EKO05243 EKO05244 -

Option frames
Design Metal Slate Frost glass Sooty glas White glass

Frame, 1-gang, circular EKO04418 - - - -

Frame, 1-gang EKO04419 EKO04432 EKO04423 EKO04427 EKO04999

Frame, 2-gang EKO04420 EKO04433 EKO04424 EKO04428 EKO05000

Frame, 3-gang EKO04421 EKO04434 EKO04425 EKO04429 EKO05005

Frame, 4-gang EKO04422 EKO04435 EKO04426 EKO04430 EKO05012

Frame, 5-gang EKO04436 EKO04439 EKO04437 EKO04438 EKO05013

Frame 1½-gang EKO04810 EKO04813 EKO04811 EKO04812 EKO05014

Switches
Design Plus white Plus metal Plus black RS Övrigt

2-way EKO03891 EKO03900 EKO03908 EKO03644

2-circuit EKO03890 EKO03899 EKO03907 EKO03643

2-way w/o frame EKO03829 EKO03938 EKO03947 -

2-circuit w/o frame EKO03828 EKO03937 EKO03946 -

3x1 pole EKO03887 EKO03898 EKO03906 EKO04505

Tryckknapp 12-24V

2-way, ext. IP44 Admiral EKO07088

Electronics
Design Plus white Plus metal Plus black RS Others

Illuminated frame, 1-gang, blue, Plus EKO03822

Illuminated frame, 2-gang, blue, Plus EKO03823

Illuminated frame, double socket, blue, Plus EKO03824

Illuminated frame, 1-gang, white, Plus EKO03875

Illuminated frame, 2-gang, white, Plus EKO03876

Illuminated frame, double socket, white, Plus EKO03877

Night light EKO04635 EKO04636 EKO04637 EKO03464

Motion senser 10A 160º

Motion sensor IP55 EKO05213

Bright
Design Plus white Plus metal Plus black RS

LED downlight 5W f/frame EKO05777 EKO05756 EKO05757 -

LED wall fixture 1W EKO05760 EKO05764 EKO05776 -

LED reading light 4W EKO05779 EKO05780 EKO05781 -

Technology charging/thermostat and safety
Design Plus white Plus metal Plus black RS

Socket Schuko USB A+C

Charger socket USB A+C EKO07078 EKO07081 EKO07074 EKO07079

Charger socket USB A+A EKO05983 EKO05984 EKO05985 EKO05982

Sock., angled 2x8 C6 Utp TL - - - EKO05539

Mod. socket 2x8 C6 Utp EKO05546 EKO05550 EKO05552 -

Mod. socket STP Box EKO02696

HDMI adapter EKO05900

Data cover 3x keystone EKO05897 EKO05898 EKO05899 EKO05846

Data jack Croco C6 Utp TL EKO06983

TV IEC Keystone EKO05503

Display thermostat EKO04990 EKO04995 EKO04996 EKO05234

Card-operated switches EKO04624 EKO04626 EKO04628 EKO04448

Earth fault breaker EKO07017 EKO07019 EKO07018 EKO06450

RWC set EKO03518

Dimmer
Design Plus white Plus metal Plus black RS

5-100VA LED

2-wire 100W LED EKO06965

3-wire 100W LED EKO06966

GLED 314 - - - EKO07073

Wheel/centre plate 316/314 EKO09652 EKO09659 EKO09660 EKO09651

Misc.
Design Plus white Plus metal Plus black RS

Centre cover, antenna EKO08543 EKO09486 EKO09487 EKO08534

Impulse spring, Plus/RS EKO08852

Blind cover EKO03784 EKO03785 EKO03786 EKO08608

Multi-box 45 EKO05421

Multi-box EKO04575

Frame Ext assembly EFB EKO01277

Corner box 2-gang EKO04614 EKO04614 EKO04615 EKO06769

Buildable corner box
Components (end and spacers) in the Plus series for combination 1-5 compartments.

Layer frames
Available in concrete, untreated metal, pewter, black metal and copper, in 1–5-gang 
and 1½-gang versions.

Sockets
Design Plus white Plus metal Plus black RS Other

Socket single EKO03915 EKO03916 EKO03917 EKO03920

Socket single, w/o frame EKO03954 EKO03955 EKO03956 EKO06620

Socket double, thin EKO03778 EKO03779 EKO03780 EKO06776

Socket 3xEuro EKO03781 EKO03782 EKO03783 EKO03854

Single encap, recessed EKO04617 EKO04618 EKO04619 EKO05450

Socket double, std box EKO05292 EKO05293 EKO05294 EKO05836

Plinth box, 1-gang - - - EKO09565

Plinth box, double - - - EKO05667

Socket dbl, recesssed, bl - - - EKO03595

Socket DCL ceiling, quick EKO06951

Socket DCL wall, quick EKO06955 EKO06957 EKO06956 EKO06953

Socket single w/EFB IP44 - - - EKO01182

IP44 Admiral single, white EKO06764

IP44 Admiral single, black EKO07089

IP44 Admiral double, white EKO06763

IP44 Admiral double, black EKO06932
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ELKO is one of the leading manufacturers of electrical material in Scandinavia. 
We have been delivering high-quality products to homes and businesses 

for more than 75 years. Drawing on our extensive experience, combined with 
our willingness to innovate, we at ELKO are delighted to present a complete range 

of designer products.

The ELKO RS and Plus ranges are shining examples of how, during our 75-year history,
we have succeeded in improving standards of comfort, innovation, design and 

functionality in the home, at the office and in public buildings.

ELKO Reseller

ELKO AB
Glasfibergatan 8, P.O. Box 5115, SE-121 17 Johanneshov
Customer support +46 8 449 27 27
info@elko.se   www.elko.se


